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2dures to be considered as a suitable physical state. Fol-
lowing these various attempts, we are thus looking for
a \simple" physical state that would lead to a maximal
violation of a Bell inequality.
In this paper, we consider the Clauser-Horn-Shimony-
Holt (CHSH) Bell inequality [3](sometimes referred to as
the spin inequality). Fig.1 depicts an idealized setup for
a general Bell inequality measurement. Two entangled
sub-states are viewed by two analyzers and detectors at
locations A and B, where a and b denote any adjustable
parameter at A and B. In our particular case, we will use
quadrature-phase homodyne measurements, which could
have an eÆciency high enough to close the \detection-
eÆciency"loophole. Moreover, the apparatuses A and
B can be in principle spacelike separated, thereby ex-
cluding action at distance, and closing also the \locali-
ty"loophole. We point out that in the present approach
all the detected light has to be taken into account, i.e.
the relevant signal is the photocurrent generated by the
interferometric mixing and photodetection of the local os-
cillator and input quantum state. Therefore, no \supple-
mentary assumption"[3] will be needed to interpret the
data. Under these conditions, the CHSH Bell inequality







; b) + E(a; b
0
)  E(a; b)j  2 (3)
where the correlation function E(a; b) is given by :
E(a; b) = P
++










(a; b) the probability that a \+"occurs at both
A and B, given a and b.
In this article, we propose explicitly a set of physical
states that yield a violation of the CHSH inequality arbi-
trarily close to its maximumvalue, when measured by an
ideal quadrature-phase homodyne detection. In section
II, we describe how we convert the continuous quadra-
ture amplitude into a binary result \+"or \-"for each
apparatus A,B using a process called Root Binning. In
section III, a specic state that yields a large violation
of the CHSH inequality is presented. This state is gene-
ralized in section IV to derive a whole family of states
that violate this Bell inequality. The issue of preparing
such states is addressed in section V, and various other





a, a b, b
FIG. 1: Schematic of a generalized Bell experiment. The
source generates correlated states that are directed to the
A and B devices used to perform the measurements, with
adjustable parameters a and b. Each measurement provides
a binary result \+"or \-"individually.
II. ROOT BINNING
To begin our study, we consider a state of the form of











0    2 (5)
with f real, even and normalized to unity while g is as-
sumed real, odd and normalized to unity. This kind of
state looks similar to the one used by Auberson et al.
[14], but the f and g functions will be quite dierent
as well as the binning of the continuous variables being
measured.
The quadrature-phase homodyne measurement out-
puts a continuous variable, and yet the majority of tests
of local realism versus quantum mechanics require a bi-
nary result. Hence for a given quadrature measurement
q
i
(i = 1; 2) at either location A or B, we need to classify
the result as either \+"or \-". In ref. [11, 13, 14], the
\positive-negative"binning is used, that is the result is
classied as \+"if q
i
 0 and \-"if q
i
< 0.
The choice of binning is quite arbitrary. For the state
(5) we can consider another type of binning, we call root
binning, that depends on the roots of the functions f and
g (that are known in advance to the experimenters). We
assign \+"when the result q
i
lies in an interval where
f(q) and g(q) have the same sign, and \-"if q
i
is in an
interval where f and g have opposite signs. We dene
D
+
as the union of the intervals in which f(q) and g(q)
have the same sign and D
 
as the union of the intervals
in which f(q) and g(q) have opposite signs.
D
+
= f8 q  R j f(q) g(q)  0g (6a)
D
 
= f8 q  R j f(q) g(q) < 0g (6b)
Let us rst consider the case when quadrature mea-
surements in position space have been performed on both
sides. So the binary probabilities we need for the CHSH































































































































and as we have chosen f even and g odd, we get the
























A similar binning will be applied for the momentum
part. Since we suppose that f(q) is a real and even
function while g(q) is real and odd, f(q) has a real
even Fourier transform
~





h(p) is a real and odd
function. Using these properties, and taking care of the




























































=  V W sin  (15)
Hence by combining Eqs.(10), (12), (14) and (15) we can
write the CHSH inequality (3)




)  2 sin()V W j  2: (16)







), and we have 
m
!  =4
as V;W ! 1. For this optimized 
m












j  2 (17)
Using this really simple expression (17), the debate bet-
ween quantummechanics and local realistic theories boils
down to nd functions f and g whose integrals V , W
violate (17). An interesting feature appears when the
distributions are eigenstates of the Fourier transform, so






So if such functions have the right overlap needed to ob-
tain V = 1, one will get the maximal violation of the
above inequality, which is obtained for S = 2
p
2.
When compared to the positive-negative binning, root
binning has the advantage of having two parameters V
and W to play with while the positive-negative binning
has only one [14]. Moreover, as we will show now, the
above Bell inequality is violated by simple wave func-
tions, that no longer have the singularities that appeared
in ref.[14].
III. FOUR PAWS SCHR

ODINGER CATS
In order to propose an explicit expression of a state
that violates the Bell inequality (17), let us rst consider
the case of a Schrodinger cat state. The Schrodinger cats,
that are a superposition of two coherent states of ampli-
tudes a and  a, involve intrinsic quantum features such
as negative Wigner functions, which make them interest-
ing candidates for our case (5). We must choose an even



















unfortunately for this simple state we get V = 1 andW '
0:64 for a ! 1, so that S ' 1:90 < 2. Therefore this
state cannot be used for violating Bell inequality (note
that Gilchrist et al. [10, 11] also consider Schrodinger
cats, but without getting a violation of Bell inequalities).
Instead of Schrodinger cats which can be alive or dead,




































f(q) and g(q) are depicted in Fig.2 together with their
Fourier Transform. Note that for this choice of functions,
each peak is distant from its neighbours of  = 2a, this
disposition yields an optimal overlap of
~
f and ~g and thus
a high value of S. The best violation appears when the
peaks move o as a!1. In that case, V = 1, W =
8
3
and thus we get the signicant violation of S 2 ' 0:417
(in facts, the condition a ! 1 appeared to be not so
strict numerically, as an amplitude a = 5 is enough to
obtain S ' 2:417). Such a violation represents a large
improvement compared to Munro's best result of 0.076
[13], for a state with no singularity and at least as easy
to produce as Munro's c
n
optimized state (1). However,
we are still away from the maximal value 2
p
2 of the
CHSH Bell inequality [15]. In the following section, we








FIG. 2: f and g for a four-paws cat described by eqs.(20) in
position space (left) and momentum space (right), with a =
7:5 ( = 15). Left axes are in arbitrary units and normalized
to unity.
IV. N PAWS SCHR

ODINGER CATS
The result obtained with the 4 paws cat suggests that
a way to get a stronger violation is to increase the total































































Table I presents the results of the calculation of S ac-
cording to the formula (17) for the state dened by (5)
and (21). As expected, the quantity S increases with
the number of paws and tends to 2
p
2. To prove this
point, let us consider the two following distributions that
have an innite number of paws. These distributions are

























Up to scaling factors, these distributions appear to
be almost identical to their Fourier transform, while for
the specic amplitude  =
p
 they are exact eigen-
states of the Fourier transform. Moreover, as f
1
and
N 2 4 6 8 10 12
S 1.895 2.417 2.529 2.611 2.649 2.681
TABLE I: S for N-paws cat dened by eqs.(21) and  = 15,


















FIG. 3: Innite-paws states, represented in the position and




overlap perfectly, these distributions would yield the
maximal violation of the CHSH inequality, as S = 2
p
2
from eq.(18). Of course, they are unphysical (non-









, widening the Dirac Delta functions to Gaussians and
taking a nite number of paws. Thus one can understand
that S ! 2
p
2 as N !1.
Another regularization of the wave functions (22) con-
sists in a widening of the Dirac functions to Gaussians



























),  denotes the convolution





























a maximum reached for  =
p
 when f and g are ap-
proximately eigenstates of the Fourier transform.
Thanks to the Gaussian envelope, the above functions
can be truncated to a nite total number of paws N with-







where " is an arbitrary small tolerance parameter. For
" = 0:01,  =
p
 and s = 0:3, the condition yields
N  12. Given these parameters and N = 12, we get
S  2
p
2 with a relative error of 0.01%. Regardless to
this condition, one may also arbitrarily choose to limit
5the above functions to N paws for given parameters s





, the best amplitude will
dier from
p
 and S will slightly move away from 2
p
2.
Some results obtained for s = 0:3 are presented on table
II for N running from 4 to 12. The value of  used in
this table is numerically calculated in order to maximize
S. Here the violation is considerably improved compared
to table I, with for instance S = 2:764 with N = 4, and
S = 2:828 with N = 10. In gure 4 we display f(q) and
g(q) for the case N = 12 showing that these functions
are nearby self Fourier Transform.
In appendix A, we rewrite these states on the Fock-
states basis and express the f and g functions as combi-
nations of Hermite polynomials.
N 4 6 8 10 12

opt
2.6 2.3 2 1.8 1.8
S 2.764 2.823 2.826 2.828 2.828
TABLE II: S as a function of the number of peaks N for a
squeezing parameter s=0.3 and a gaussian envelope of width








FIG. 4: N = 12 cat states described by eqs(23) presented
in position space (left) and in momentum space (right) for
parameters  = 1:8 and s = 0:3. Left axes are in arbitrary
units and normalized to unity.
V. CONDITIONAL PREPARATION OF
ENTANGLED N PAWS SCHR

ODINGER CATS
Preparing entangled N paws Schrodinger cats is a
challenging task, we begin by focusing our attention on
how one single N paws Schrodinger cat as dened by
(21b) could be generated. This state has strong similari-
ties with the encoded states introduced by Gottesman
and coworkers [16] to perform quantum error-correction
codes. Recently, Travaglione and Milburn [17] presented
a proposal to generate non-deterministically such encoded
states. Following this study, we will rst show how to
generate the state jgi by applying a specic sequence of
operations similar to [17] and then derive a setup to pro-
duce the whole state (5).
The preparation procedure begins with the quantum
system in the vacuum state j0i and an ancilla qubit in
the ground state j0i
a
(if some squeezing parameter is
needed, one may take a squeezed vacuum as quantum
system and follow the procedure we describe here. For





with p is the momentum operator applied to the contin-
uous variable state, H the Hadamard gate and 
z
the

















We then have a probability 1/2 of measuring the qubit
either in the excited or in the ground state. If it is found
in the j1i
a
state, the continuous variable is left in the
state j
1
i /  j   i + ji, otherwise the procedure is
stopped and we try again. The qubit is then bit-ipped
to j0i
a





Measuring the qubit in the j0i
a
results in the continuous
variable left in the state j
2
i /  j  3i+ j i  ji+
j3i. To increase the number of paws, we iterate the
following procedure given j
n 1
i and the qubit in j0i
a
:







 Measure the qubit
 If the qubit was in the state j0i
a




 If the qubit was in the state j1i
a
, discard and try
again.
Once the number of paws is considered satisfactory, we
stop the previous iteration. The last point to generate








If the qubit is found in the state j0i
a
, we have cre-
ated the state jgi as dened in eq.(21b). If the pro-
tocol was stopped after n iterations (corresponding to
j
n
i), the state jgi is created with probability 1=2
n+1
and shows N = 2
n+1
paws. In the last section of ref.[17],
Travaglione and Milburn briey consider the question of
the physical implementation of this iteration process us-
ing a radio-frequency ion trap. We refer the reader to
this article for further details.









, we present on g.5 a global view


























with f and g dened by eqs.(21).
See text for the notations.
generation of jgi we just saw. Our process is based












)). Each qubit is then associated with













where q is the position operator of the jgi state and 
z
the Pauli matrix applied to the qubit. If the qubit is at
zero, the jgi state will be left unchanged. If the qubit is
at one, for s   the sign of each two peak is changed
so that the jgi state is changed into the jfi state. After




jg g 0 0i+ jf f 1 1i (32)
In order to disentangle the two qubits from the conti-
nuous part, one has to make the qubits pass through
an Hadamard plus a CNOT gate. Finally measuring one
qubit in the zero state will project the continuous variable











Such a process generates the N-paws Schrodinger cats
as dened in (21) where each peak has the same height.
The case (23) with a gaussian envelope is more compli-
cated to produce because each peak must be separately
weighted, but as seen in table I, the violation for a state
(21) with equal heights is already quite strong (S ' 2:41
for N = 4).
VI. CONCLUSION
Considering quadrature phase homodyne detection, we
have derived a new binning process called root binning to
transform the continuous variables measured into binary
results to be used in the test of quantum mechanics ver-
sus local realistic theories. For this process, we propose a
whole family of physical states that yield a violation ar-
bitrarily close to the maximal violation in quantum me-
chanics and much stronger than previous works in the
domain [10, 11, 12, 13].
We have also tested root binning on other interest-
ing forms of Bell inequality that are the information-
theoretic inequalities developed by Braunstein and Caves
[18] and generalized by Cerf and Adami [19]. Using
quadrature measurements, root binning and our state
dened by eqs.(5,23), we unfortunately could nd no
violation for neither Braunstein's nor Cerf's form of
information-theoretic Bell inequality. Our state in fact
tends to the minimumlimit for violation of these informa-
tion inequalities when V ! 1 and W ! 1. As a matter
of fact, the binning process discards a lot of information
that lies within each interval of the binning. This in-
formation loss may prevent any violation of information-
theoretic inequalities.
As a conclusion, let us point out that though the
present idea sounds quite attractive, its practical imple-
mentation is very far-fetched. Though we do propose a
theoretical scheme to prepare the required states, it re-
lies on various features (coupling Hamiltonian, CNOT
gates) that are not presently available with the required
degree of eÆciency. For going in more details into the
implementation of the present scheme, ineÆciencies and
associated decoherence eects should be examined in de-
tail for each required step, i.e. preparation, propagation,
and detection. Also, various possible implementations of
the proposed scheme should be considered [9, 17, 20, 21].
Such a study is out of the scope of the present paper,
that has mostly the goal to show that arbitrarily high
violations of Bell inequalities are in principle possible, by
using continuous-variables measurements and physically
meaningful - though hardly feasible - quantum states.
This work is supported by the European
IST/FET/QIPC program, and by the French pro-
grams \ACI Photonique"and \ASTRE".
APPENDIX A: EXPRESSION IN THE FOCK
BASIS
An interesting point is to study the decomposition of
states jfi and jgi on the Fock basis jni, which are ex-
perimentally accessible. Starting from states (23) with
 =
p
, s = 0:4 and with N satisfying condition (25),























These states allow to reach a violation S 2 = 0:81. The
state jfi only involves orders n  0 (mod 4), as we have
n  1 (mod 4) for jgi. This directly comes from the fact












jni are eigenvectors of the
Fourier transform. From these considerations we have
















0:33j4i; jgi = j1i (A3)
These states are quite simple, and it is expected that a
specic procedure to produce them might be designed.
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